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OBJECTIVE: The aim of the study is to examine the perceptions of the language 

teachers regarding Continued Professional Development at the Defence School of 

Languages, Chicksands, and then use it as intervention strategy to bring change. 

 

DESIGN: The design involved carrying out qualitative interviews with the teaching 

staff to record their views and perceptions. Interviews were consisted of five core 

questions for this project.  

 

INTRODUCTION  

The DSL (Defence School of Languages) plays significant role to train the MoD 

(Ministry of Defence) personnel in different languages of interest of the world. Our 

language courses are intended for language beginners, intermediate and advanced 

level learners. Our courses focus on all four aspects of the language learning; i.e. 

Speaking, Writing, Reading and Listening. The speaking training is usually consisted 

of Transacting Business, Situation Interpreting, Information Retrieval, and Present 

and Justify etc. The programme is delivered with the help and cooperation of 

University of Westminster under the umbrella of Defence School of Languages. Thus, 

at the end of the day we produce linguists and interpreters for different conflict zones. 

 

I work as a civilian instructor and conduct language training for phase 2 and 3 

students preparing them for the military operations as linguists. All of our language 

courses are designed according to the NATO standards (STANAG). Here at DSL we 

have three language wings, i.e. Arabic, Farsi and Pashto. The Pashto wing consists of 

eight tutors while the Arabic has two trainers and Farsi has five teachers currently 

employed. All the teaching staff members are native speakers of their respective 

languages and all have a background of teaching language from back home.  

 

Why I Chose This Area of Study? 

Action research is a term which refers to a practical way of looking at our own work 

to check that it is as we would like it to be. Because action research is done by us, the 

practitioners, it is often referred to as practitioner based research; and because it 

involves us thinking about and reflection on our work, it can also be called self-

reflective practice. 
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To Be Reflective Teacher 

In fact, Action Research is all about the practitioner to be a reflective one, therefore to 

be a reflective teacher I always ask myself, what am I good at? What do I enjoy about 

teaching? Why am I teaching? Is there anything I can improve? How I am leading the 

other teachers? And what are my responsibilities as a teacher? 

 

Since I started my DTLLS programme last year in March, I explored many areas in 

teaching practice such as principles of planning and enabling learning, assessments, 

creation of a syllabus, and scheme of work and of course “Continuation of 

Professional Development” etc. The unit contained of CPD was one of my favourite 

areas. I was really interested to understand the concept thoroughly. The CPD unit was 

a booster for me to indicate my needs and to guide me to improve accordingly. Then 

my second step was sharing these concepts with my fellow teachers. I have always 

tried to incorporate them into my teaching practice. The second reason was that in the 

beginning when I started work at DSL in 2007, I noticed that until 2009 I was not 

even asked regarding the CPD. I have experienced no one to have CPD hours 

declared at that time. Since then I was thinking to bring this issue to the attention of 

the authorities. 

 

My Action research is going to benefit me in my own teaching practice because it will 

bring a significant change in to teaching the upcoming classes. I consider it of 

extreme importance because it will give us a clear picture of how to use and adopt the 

reflective approaches. I, therefore, recommend the action research as an appropriate 

activity. When I informed my line manger and my department, they encouraged me to 

carry and advised my other colleagues to corporate up to their possibilities. As action 

research helps us to formalize our learning and give a clear and justified account of 

our work, so my work will be a continuing regular feature of our practice towards 

improvement.  
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CPD Defined 
 
According to IFL, CPD is “maintaining, improving and broadening relevant 

knowledge and skills in a subject specialism and in teaching and training methods so 

that it has a positive impact on practice and learners experience”. 

Types 

There are many types of CPD, which can help teachers at every stage of their career, 

and suit their own interests and availability of time. Guide your teachers to access the 

right activity for their development. The main areas of activity are: 

o developing a reflective approach to your work 

o expanding your skills and knowledge through working with resources 

o sharing and learning with other teachers 

o participating in training workshops and courses. 

 

A simple flow diagram of CPD Activity 
 
Teacher        CPD     Plan                   Networking         Moving forward 
 
Keith Harding suggests that the characteristics of Continuing Professional 

Development (CPD) are that it is: 

o Continuous – professionals should always be looking 

for ways to deal with new challenges and improve performance 

o the responsibility of the individual teacher – who identifies his or her own 

needs and how to meet those needs evaluative rather than descriptive – so that 

the teacher understands the impact of the activity  

o an essential component of professional life, not an extra. 

 

 Action Research at Glance 

Action Research is a form of research in which practitioners reflect systematically on 

their practice, implementing informed action to bring about improvement in practice. 

As one widely accepted definition describes it:  

Action Research is a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in 

social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of (a) their own social 

or educational practices, (b) their understanding of these practices, and (c) the 

situations in which the practices are carried out. (Carr and Kemmis, 1986)  
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In its focus on practice, action research is rooted in the concerns of practitioners in 

real-world settings and in disciplined self-evaluation and reflection. In empirical 

forms of research, the researcher does research on other people; in action research, the 

researcher does research on him or herself. In higher programs, participants use the 

action-research process to reflect systematically on their educational practice in order 

to bring about improvement and contribute to new knowledge. They define areas for 

improving learning, develop action plans, act on those plans, gather data, assess their 

learning, and redefine areas of further improvement. Thus the main characteristics of 

action research are:  

o it is cyclical;  

o it requires separate but mutually dependent steps;  

o it is participative—both the researcher and subject are active participants in 

the research process;  

o it generates data that is generally of a qualitative nature;  

o and it is a reflective process.  

 

Benefits of Action Research  

Action research can be a worthwhile pursuit for educators for a number of reasons. 

Foremost among these is simply the desire to know more and to enhance for the 

future. Good teachers are, after all, themselves students, and often look for ways to 

expand upon their existing knowledge in terms of teaching others. They are aware of 

the fact that every day is a school day. 

 

Purpose and Key Features of the Action Research Cycle  

Carr and Kemmis (1986) suggest action research is simply a form of self-reflective 

enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve the 

rationality and justice of their own practices. Carr and Kemmis (1986) further explain 

action research aids understanding of practice, and the situations in which practices 

are carried out.  

 

Action Research Step by Step  

The basic steps of an action research process constitute an action plan:  

We review our current practice,  
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o identify an aspect that we want to investigate,  

o imagine a way forward,  

o try it out, and  

o take stock of what happens.  

o we modify what we are doing in the light of what we have found, and continue 

working in this new way (try another option if the new way of working is not 

right)  

o monitor what we do,  

o review and evaluate the modified action,  

o and so on …  

 

Action research is a term which refers to a practical way of looking at your own work 

to check it is as you would like it to be. It is open ended and does not begin with a 

fixed hypothesis. It begins with an idea that the teacher develops. The research 

process is a developmental process that involves identifying a problematic issue, 

imagining a possible solution, trying it out, evaluating it, and changing practice in the 

light of the evaluation. Action research is a form or self-evaluation. 

 

CPD is all about improving the work we do. Improving the work we do is all about 

learning to do things in new ways i.e. professional learning? Therefore I may say that 

action research helps a teacher to formalise his learning and give a clear and justified 

account of his work, not on a one-off basis, but as a continuing regular feature of his 

practice. Thus, CPD and A R are interrelated and some how meet together at some 

point. 

 
Quantitative and Qualitative methods  

Some methods provide data which are quantitative while other provides qualitative 

data. Quantitative methods are those which focus on numbers and frequencies rather 

than on meaning and experience. Quantitative methods (e.g. experiments, 

questionnaires and psychometric tests) provide information which is easy to analyze 

statistically and fairly reliable. Quantitative methods are associated with the scientific 

and experimental approach and are criticized for not providing an in-depth 

description.  
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Qualitative methods are ways of collecting data which are concerned with describing 

meaning, rather than with-drawing statistical inferences. What qualitative methods 

(e.g. case studies and interviews) lose on reliability they gain in terms of validity? 

They provide a more in-depth and rich description.  

Quantitative methods have come under considerable criticism. In modern research, 

most psychologists tend to adopt a combination of qualitative and quantitative 

approaches, which allow statistically reliable information obtained from numerical 

measurement to be backed up by and enriched by information about the research 

participants' explanations.  

 

Methodology Used  

Using the consent form I had gained the willingness of the entire participants. Further, 

I utilized the qualitative way of collecting data. My core research itself involved 

conducting interviews with language trainers. As a research methodology, interviews 

were a means of generating discussion and eliciting synergistic insights into particular 

questions (Silverman, 2000). The purpose of a qualitative methodology such as 

interviews was not to test predetermined hypotheses, but rather to elicit the 

perspectives of every individual teacher. The methodology I used was fit to purpose 

as it provided me all I needed for my Action Research.  

 

Merits  

As mentioned quantitative data is numerical and statistical information. On the 

contrary, qualitative method is descriptive in nature, definitions and explanations are 

included in that.  

o Quantitative way allows for a broader study, involving a greater number of 

subjects, and enhancing the generalization of the results  

o Can allow for greater objectivity and accuracy of results. Generally, 

quantitative methods are designed to provide summaries of data that support 

generalizations about the phenomenon under study. In order to accomplish 

this, quantitative research usually involves few variables and many cases, and 

employs prescribed procedures to ensure validity and reliability  

o Using standards means that the research can be replicated, and then analyzed 

and compared with similar studies. Quantitative methods allow us to 
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summarize vast sources of information and facilitate comparisons across 

categories and over time.  

o Personal bias can be avoided by researchers keeping a 'distance' from 

participating subjects and employing subjects unknown to them.  

Planning My Project  

The time I started doing my Action Research, Firstly, I have discussed it with my 

senior teachers. Secondly, I have read the Plymouth University hand book provided as 

a main resource in the concerned unit of DTLLS. 

Thirdly, I started reading books, surfing the internet, having discussions with others to 

find out their views about it, and consulting my military teacher colleagues. I used to 

write my notes, storing key concepts and collecting relevant topics on my laptop, 

keeping in mind the following questions: 

o Does the method I am using give a form of data which relates to my question?  

o Is it feasible in the available time?  

o Have I made myself aware of its strengths and limitations?  

o Will it be an acceptable method for the other people involved?  

o Will it disrupt normal routines?  

During the planning stage I have considered a number of factors such as resources, 

time scales and cost. I focused mainly on the availability of the teachers whom I was 

going to interview. The research had a time scale of one to two months period from 

start to finish. To effectively plan, I drew up a scheduling that identified all the stages 

of action research cycle i.e. a spiral or cycle of planning, action, monitoring and 

reflection. I have to take into account our school polices, for example the use of data 

collection, ethical and political considerations and the issue of confidentiality. As we 

are working in military establishment, I had to adhere strictly to our school policies. 

During my action research I did consider to have respect for any persons involved in 

the project I was undertaking. I treated them all fairly, sensitively, with full dignity, 

and within an ethic of respect. The willingness of the participants and confidentiality 

were highly appreciated and vital in this respect.  

 

The Process  

Emphasizing the individual nature of action research, Jack Whitehead (1985) puts 

forward a simple representation of how the process feels:  
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1. I was experiencing a problem when some of my educational values were negated in     

    my practice; 

2. I was imagining a solution to my problem;  

3. I acted in the direction of the solution;  

4. I evaluated the outcomes of my actions;  

5. I modified my problems, ideas and actions in the light of my evaluations.  

 

The Model I used  

Gerald Susman (1983) gives a somewhat more elaborate listing. He distinguishes five 

phases to be conducted within each research cycle. Initially, a problem is identified 

and data is collected for a more detailed diagnosis. This is followed by a collective 

postulation of several possible solutions, from which a single plan of action emerges 

and is implemented. Data on the results of the intervention are collected and analyzed, 

and the findings are interpreted in light of how successful the action has been. At this 

point, the problem is re-assessed and the process begins another cycle.  

 

Recording and Monitoring Data  

To record and monitor my data I was using my diary, notebook, a set of five questions 

for interviewing and a consent form. Every time I had a piece of work, I used to feed 

that on my laptop. I had to book every single teacher to see him/her in the office. 

Interviews were to last for about 15 to 20 minutes with each individual teacher. At the 

same time I was taking notes in brief after each interview I had to sit back, elaborate 

the data, calculate and then enter into my A R. I was storing my data upon a computer 

from time to time so it was simple for me to organize them.  

 

Data presentation and Analyses  

Analysis in action research is the key to reflection and planning of new action. 

Analysis within action research is about the possibilities, not certainties. It is not 

about the why things have to be as they are, but rather what possibilities for change lie 

within a situation. Action within a complex social world is not static; it is dynamic 

and forever evolving.  
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Persentage of Informal CPD Claimed 
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Fig1. Comparison between different departments of their informal CPD claim at DSL 

 

It is evident from the chart above that all the teachers in Iranian section are almost the 

highest hours they claimed. On the other hand Afghan and Arab teachers equally 

claimed only 13% of their teaching experience in terms of reflective approaches. 

English teachers and Pakistani teachers having 3 and 4 teachers had 19% and 25% of 

their informal CPD respectively. 
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Fig. 2 Relation of teachers and their CPD hours  

 

Here in this Colum chart the red columns represent the number of teachers who 

claimed their CPD hours. However all of their hours claimed are informal and they 

don’t have a proper and formal record of them. Among them, Afghan and Pakistani 

teachers did not record even the informal of their CPD hours. The green columns 

indicate the numbers of hours claimed by different teachers informally. Because in 

DSL we are not required by the Department to record our CPD hours, therefore none 

of us formally summit any CPD hours.  
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Fig. 3 Informal CPD claimed by teachers  

 

Here the aim was to show how the trend was changed during the five years time. In 

the beginning in 2008 and 2009, no one of our teachers was aware of the fact that they 

have to improve and broaden their teaching experience through CPD. From 2010 

onwards it was growing slowly and gradually. In the beginning of 2012, though some 

of teachers came to know that if they want to stay in their current career, they also 

need to start their learning in order to improve their own practice. Thus, we can see 

that at the moment, they have good understanding of how to enhance their teaching 

practice. However, still there is a need to make it compulsory for all the teachers by 

the Pashto Department. As result it will not be beneficial only for the learners but for 

the teachers too. 

After having the depth study of the three charts above one can conclude that to carry 

out CPD here in our school is not regularly done. Those who is conducting their 

professional development is not been done in the sense the CPD requires. The main 

reason, I think was because it was not binding on them. Surprisingly, a few of them 

were not even aware of the fact that they have to learn also like their learners. 
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My Ultimate Hope  

Action Research contributing to school improvement 

The following process shows how an individual’s desire to investigate an issue can be 

supported to create an impact on collective groups of staff and, in turn, contribute to 

our school improvement. 

• The individual decides to investigate what they are doing with a view to improving 

it 

• This helps the individual understand the situation more fully 

• Their developed understanding helps them evaluate their work and change it as 

necessary 

• They begin to check their perceptions of what is happening with colleagues 

• Their way of working begins to influence colleagues 

• Colleagues begin to negotiate collective agreements that express shared 

understanding 

• Colleagues begin to learn from one another and others decide to try out new things 

• Colleagues develop critical friendship roles to help each other evaluate work 

• Collectively the school now has a community of enquirers 

• What starts as individual ‘I-enquiry’ turns into ‘We-enquiry?’ 

• The school becomes a community of reflective practitioners, learning together. 

 

Findings  

 
o Our agency promised us to give us some training and refresher workshops on 

monthly basis. They will also observe our teaching sessions and will provide 
us with a prompt feedback how to improve our teaching and learning process.  

 

o Some of my colleagues have the intention to at least take the opportunities to 
carry out some sort of CPD hours formally or informally.  
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o My Pashto department will soon decide that all our teachers will have to 

record their CPD formally. They will keep teachers’ individual profiles for 
CPD purposes.  

 
Future Planning 
 
In fact being teachers the Continuation of Professional Development is the core duty 

for all of us. By this we can make our selves more reflective practitioners in our 

fields. It gives us opportunities on finding out how to teach a session differently in the 

light of self-reflection. However, this study does not cover Training and workshops of 

CPD here in our Defence School of Languages. At present many organizations have 

some programmes in place to train their own trainers. Their employees need to go 

under the process of some sort of CPD. I hope soon or later our language school will 

start refreshers courses in the near future. If given a chance I would like to participate 

regularly in these courses. I also intend to go under professional formation with the 

Institute for Learning so that I can gain my QTLS. 

My strengths and development needs in relation to action research 

 In conducting my action research I was quite confident to interview my teacher 

colleagues and to collect data. The recording of data was also not that difficult for me. 

Though, I sought some help while I was processing and analysing the collected data. 

The opportunities to develop and improve my own skills in action research 

The nature of research required to collect, especially to incorporate the data and the 

diagrammatic representation was not my speciality. I was initially struggling to put 

forward all the evidence in one place. Therefore, I needed to ask my colleagues to 

support me in this area of the research. They kindly helped me up to their possible 

abilities. After identifying my learning need, I am going to enhance my ICT skills up 

to the level 2. For this purpose I have already spoken to my local “Learn Direct” 
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centre to enrol me for the said course in the near future. The course will be mainly 

consisted of Power Point Presentation, Spread Sheet and Word Processing.  

The Set of Questions I have created for Interviews  

Please write your initials (Optional) ___________  

Q1-For how long have you been teaching language?  

Q2-Do you have any formal or relevant qualifications?  

Q3-What types of Continuous Professional Development do you  

       Currently do?  

Q4-Do you have any plans to declare Formal Hours of CPD?  

Q5-Are you a member of a professional body?  
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